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What do we expect from a “town” ? Most of us need the convenient environment where
we can live without anxiety. Some want to have fun, or encounter and exchanges with
people, while some seek for a new business chance. From a social point of view, we also
want to reduce environmental impacts, take measures to the aging society, foster
industries, and stimulate a regional economy. With these problems becoming more
diverse and complicated, simple solutions are not enough for them. To realize the “town”
we need, we have to formulate a new scheme to develop a town ideal for the future, by
sharing mutual goals.
In recent years, city development participated in by citizens and initiated by a community
has been promoted. For complex problems, however, various individuals and
organizations which are taking actions in public, private, and academic fields,
respectively, have to collaborate in problem solving by contacting each other in required
cases. Universities and professionals will play important roles in the application of new
technologies and theories to city development as well as in deciding the direction of
collaboration from a long-term, objective standpoint.
Constituents and roles of the public, private and academic sectors
Public =

Administration (government), non-profit organizations (NPOs), etc. Offer public services to a
community.
Private =
Citizens, enterprises involved in economic activities, etc. Enhance vitality and attractiveness of a
community.
Academic = Educational and research institutions including universities, professionals, etc. Carry out advanced
activities based on expertise and technologies.

A foothold to create a town
with the initiative of a community
The foothold for mobile mass collaboration by a
community needs 1) a base of activity, 2) full-time
professional staff, and 3) a cooperative operating
structure. Continuous activities and the development
of a new activity will only become possible when a
base of activities exists in the center of a community,
full-time staff regularly support and direct individual
activities, and a cooperative operating structure

The key to the future city development is the integration and combination of collaboration
with the public, private and academic sectors, that is, mass collaboration. A proper system
and foothold are needed to promote it.
The Urban Design Center (UDC) is a foothold to practice mass collaboration with the
public, private and academic sectors, initiated by a community, and to create a town.

The image of mass collaboration with the public, private and academic sectors
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The form and the management of a base depend on
the scale and conditions of a city. The initiative in
building it may be taken by local governments, NPOs
and companies, or universities and professionals.
The Urban Design Center Kashiwa-no-ha (UDCK) is
the first urban design center in Japan, established in
November 2006, participated in by local governments,
private organizations, and universities, proposed by
Takeru Kitazawa, the then Professor of the University
of Tokyo. UDCK promotes city development with
advanced mass collaboration as the base
independent from the government administration for
carrying out part of planning and adjustment of city
development.

Chiba University (Professor, Manager of the Campus Planning Office)
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[Art and Communication]
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international academic research city and next generation
environmental city on public, private and academic partnerships

UDCK’ s activities cover the places along the Tsukuba Express Line in the northern part
of Kashiwa City, Chiba Prefecture, the development region around Kashiwa-no-ha
Campus Station and Kashiwa Tanaka Station and its surroundings (approximately 13
km2).
In this area, leading research institutions including the University of Tokyo Kashiwa
campus and Chiba University Kashiwa-no-ha campus. There are also rich green spaces
such as Kashiwa-no-ha Prefectural Park and Konbukuro Pond Natural Museum Park
(construction planned).
Chiba Prefecture and other organizations started the “Kashiwa/Nagareyama Region
International Academic Research City Development Project” in 2003. In March 2008,
Chiba Prefecture, Kashiwa City, the University of Tokyo and Chiba University formulated
the “Kashiwa-no-ha International Campus Town Initiative” . With the vision to realize the
“International Academic Research City and the Next Generation Environmental City on
Public, Private and Academic Partnerships” , the Initiative specifies eight goals, aiming at
the integration of universities and communities from the perspectives of space and
activities, generating new cultures and industries.
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Kashiwa-no-ha International Campus Town Initiative
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Center of Kashiwa-no-ha area (*including planned projects)

8 goals of the Kashiwa-no-ha International Campus Town Initiative
Goal 1: Create a Garden City with a Symbiotic Relationship
to the Environment
Goal 2: Cultivate Creative Industrial Spaces
Goal 3: Form an International Space
of Academia, Education and Culture
Goal 4: Form a Sustainable Transportation System

Goal 5:

Create a Kashiwa-no-ha Lifestyle that Cultivates
Good Health

Goal 6:

Implement Area Management
through Public-Private-Academic Partnerships

Goal 7:

Implement High-Quality Urban Space Design

Goal 8:

Create an Innovation Field City

While leading projects being implemented, the concept of the “City developing the future
picture of the world” was released in July 2011, which proposes the models to solve
serious social problems such as “environmental energy” , “the super aging society” , and
“economic recovery” through city development. In December of that year, the area was
designated as Future City and a special comprehensive zone for regional revitalization,
with its efforts speeded up.
UDCK, as the cornerstone of the “collaboration of the public, private and academic
sectors” , plays a central role in planning and promoting these projects.

Operating Structure of UDCK
Joint operation by the stakeholders

UDCK is based on joint operation by seven cooperative bodies in the public, private, and
academic sectors, all engaged in developing the area of Kashiwa-no-ha, and a "Steering
Committee" is organized by the delegates of each cooperative body. The basic operational
expenditures required to cover the labor costs of the full-time staff and the expenses for the
goods and facilities of UDCK are co-funded by these bodies, and the proportions or the
areas of funding are discussed and reviewed as necessary and adjusted flexibly, adapting
to the progress of the development of the area or the intentions of each cooperative body
or specialized institutions.

Platform-style management

Rather than becoming an independent organization, UDCK aims to maintain a
platform-style management where various entities involved in urban development can take
part and collaborate in a flexible manner. With the president and the vice president at its
center, UDCK strives to routinely share information coming from principal members
involved in urban development, while at the same time launching and operating
theme-based, specialized committees, and handling planning and management of strategy
development or individual projects.
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Two incorporated organizations supporting UDCK

The unincorporated association "Kashiwa-no-ha Urban Design Center (UDCK)" was
established as a platform and a parental organization to two organizations with corporate
status: "Urban Design Center Kashiwa-no-ha General Incorporated Organization” which
handles investigative research, planning proposals, and design management, and "UDCK
Town Management General Incorporated Organization” which handles operation and
management of public space. These two organizations have been designated by Kashiwa
City as the "Corporation for promoting urban renovation", and their role is to support the
development of Kashiwa-no-ha by handling contract management or any necessary
individual projects while maintaining integrity with the overall activities of UDCK.

(Unincorporated association)

ＵＤＣＫ
2006.11〜

Urban Design Center Kashiwa-no-ha
General Incorporated Organization
2011.12〜
Investigative research
Planning proposals
Design management etc.

UDCK Town Management
General Incorporated Organization
2019.1〜
Operation and management of
public space

UDCK projects

With a mission to realize "Kashiwa-no-ha International Campus Town Initiative", UDCK
promotes and supports projects in various areas.
The main three themes of activities are:
1. Realizing a smart city where state-of-the-art knowledge is applied
2. Promoting high-quality urban design
3. Creating a lively community
The biggest advantage of UDCK is that by comprehensively addressing these themes,
we are able to pursue advanced projects with latest technologies by applying them
directly to an actual community or space, or jointly manage a high-quality urban space
together with the local community.
- project planning and operation with pioneering themes
- development and various management of a setting to
receive and implement demonstration experiments, etc.
- support in recruiting monitors
- operation of demonstration experiments, support in event
planning, etc.
- inform of and promote demonstration experiments
- draw up plans to attract companies; support in conditioning location setting
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Realizing a

SMART CITY

Field-style demonstration
of latest technologies

where state-of-the-art
knowledge is applied

Developing innovative
urban environment

Space design and its maintenance
management applying latest
technologies / knowledges

Demonstrations of
latest technologies
with resident participation
Assuring job opportunities
Resolving social issues
– toward a city where the residents
can continue to live
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Promoting high-quality

Creating a lively

URBAN DESIGN

Space organization and maintenance
management through resident/company
participation

- institute local guidelines and visions
- review and discuss public facility designs
- upgrade facilities through role-sharing between the public and the
private; formulating and coordinating management / operation system
- management and promotion of the use of upgraded public space
- discussions on sceneries of individual development projects
- educating and promoting awareness on design

COMMUNITY

Creation of a rich life style
and cultural space

- holding urban development courses
- learning and experiencing programs for children
- holding forums and participatory events
- supporting and coordinating local activities
- holding social exchange events (salons)
- sending out local information
- establishing regional autonomy structure and
supporting its operation
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Realizing a SMART

CITY

For field demonstrations of the latest university-led researches or experimental implementations of new technologies developed by private companies, UDCK provides support
which varies from conditioning the setting required, coordinating with the local entities, to
cooperating in monitor recruiting. UDCK connects the latest knowledge and technologies
to the life of local residents, while comprehensively pursuing the creation of new businesses and structuring of a smart city.

Reduction of environmental burdens

Realization of Society 5.0 (smart city)

◆Energy management
We promote energy management at a local level,
such as visualization of energy consumption at
homes and offices and electricity sharing across
the boundaries of local districts.

◆Eco-friendly development
We institute eco-friendly guidelines for prioritized
areas around train stations and guide toward
developments which reduce environmental
burdens.

In order to realize Society 5.0 and data-driven
urban development while making use of new
technologies such as IoT or AI, we are promoting
comprehensive actions based on cooperation
among the public, private, and academic sectors.
We institute visions and manage multiple
projects being developed simultaneously in the
area.We also promote data collection, construction
of a cooperative basis, participation of residents,
and application to urban development.

Demonstration of next-generation mobility

Supporting demonstration experiments

In order to create an environment allowing
comfortable mobility within the 2 km radius of a
train station, we are working on demonstration
experiments such as car / electric car sharing,
application of new mobility such as Segway,
and introduction of self-driving buses.

Urban development toward a healthier life

◆"A-Shi-Ta"
– Community Health Promotion Laboratory

We are supporting the operation of a local
organization center named A-Shi-Ta –
Community Health Promotion Laboratory (April
2014 - ) which aims to promote healthy living
through walking, talking, and eating.
◆Promoting walkable designs
We have instituted "Walkable Design Guideline"
(February 2018) intended to realize a city where
walking becomes an enjoyable pastime. The
objective is to promote walking and at the same
time improve and maintain a walking environment.

UDCK has been promoting various demonstration
experiments with participation and cooperation
from related companies concerning environment,
transport, health, public services, etc. based on
cooperation between the local entities and
universities.
In February 2019, we opened a support platform
"Innovation Field Kashiwa-no-ha" for field-style
demonstration experiment, and have been
expanding the options of experiment settings.

Internationalization of the city

For a city to become an international city of
academic research where people and companies
from around the world come together, we are
working on its internationalization with a
multitude of activities. For example, we translate
notices and services, arrange local facilities and
educational environment, organize housing that
are easily accessible to non-Japanese residents,
and create opportunities which facilitate diverse
international exchanges so that they frequently
take place.
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Promoting high-quality URBAN

We are leading the system of cooperation among the administrative, civic, and private
business sectors toward constructing a high-quality urban space full of creativity that is fit
for an international campus town. We are comprehensively pursuing activities to create a
high-quality space through reviewing and discussing public space design, providing
advice on construction works, supporting local consensus building, and promoting
scenery education / awareness building.

Instituting guidelines and visions on development

We review and institute land use and space
design concept in the form of supplementing the
existing project plans and development plans,
such as urban design strategies of an area as a
whole, master plan to make use of the space
under the elevated railway tracks, and urban
development visions for new development areas.

Design and management of public space
◆Kashiwa-no-ha Campus Station, West Exit
We have upgraded the station square and roads
(planting tall zelkova trees, placing pavements
and furniture, installing electric power sources
and water faucets for events, etc.) to create a
space befitting as the entrance of the city (April
2014 - ). The responsibilities of maintenance
and management are shared between the city
of Kashiwa and the local entities.
◆Kashiwa-no-ha Aqua Terrace
We have reinterpreted the balancing reservoir,
situated in the center of a new development area
on the south side of the Campus Station, to
become an open space by the water encouraging
exchanges between the residents, and created
water-friendly areas for events and various types
of spaces for relaxation (November 2016). The
responsibilities of maintenance and management
are shared between the city of Kashiwa and the
local entities.
◆Upgrading sidewalk-integrated roads
◆Drawing up public sign policy
◆Demonstration of street vendors and its

commercialization (Kakedashi-Yokocho)

◆Design adjustment of parks

Discussion on landscape of individual
development projects

The areas surrounding Kashiwa-no-ha Campus
Station is designated by Kashiwa-no-ha City as
the district with a focus on sceneries, and
scenery structuring criteria are set in detail.
UDCK has been designated as the scenery
organization body by the city to act as a
specialized institution closely working with the
local entities, and holds scenery discussions
when an individual development or an outdoor
advertisement is proposed (2013-).

Urban development with an agricultural mind

The areas around Kashiwa-Tanaka Station are
aiming for a "rural city development co-existing
with urban agriculture", and have installed a
city development center "Environment
Convenience Store Station" at the station park.
Through supporting the management of farms
providing agricultural experience and holding
agriculture-themed events, they are working to
create an urban environment incorporating the
original sceneries of agricultural settlements.

Urban design studio

This is an urban design exercise jointly
conducted by four graduate schools of the
University of Tokyo, Chiba University, the
Tokyo University of Science, and the
University of Tsukuba. Participating students
will be proposing a future image of the area of
Kashiwa-no-ha through open discussions with
the administrative offices, private companies,
and the local residents. Some of the proposals
have actually been implemented.

DESIGN
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Creating a lively COMMUNITY

We will be coordinating and supporting various activities taking place around the city,
while enrichening opportunities for the residents to take part in creating the city themselves through community programs. We aim to build an autonomous area management
which will create/maintain/develop the value of the area while enabling each and everyone to have fun.

UDCK urban design school

This is an adult course program with an
objective of fostering those taking on the tasks
of urban development. These courses will be
taught by front-line researchers and hands-on
experts with themes in line with the urban
development issues of Kashiwa-no-ha, and
the students will be gaining knowledge and
learning actual practices while thinking
together how to proceed with the development
of Kashiwa-no-ha.

Kashiwa-no-ha College Link Program by
Chiba University

This is a program with a view on environment,
health, and food where the residents and the
university learn from each other.
"Kashiwa-no-ha College Link Network, General
Inc. Association" was established to tackle
local issues and was founded mainly by those
who finished the program, and their activities
continue to expand in various fields.

Learning and experiencing programs for children

We are proposing and supporting programs
where the entire city nurtures their children
who bear the future.
◆Pinocchio Project
Experience-style event held in autumn.
Children will learn how a city is operated
through job experience at stores and
participation in urban development activities.
◆MIRAI KODOMO GAKKO (Children’s School

for the future)

Classes unique to Kashiwa-no-ha are held by
university professors and residents having
extraordinary skills or experiences.

Supporting local activities

Groups and associations offering local activities
and events at Kashiwa-no-ha gather on a
regular basis to share information, coordinate
projects, and cooperate on advertisements.
Every autumn, we organize a publication called
"Machi-marugoto Open Campus(city-wide open
campus)" which comprehensively provides an
overall information on local events to be held.

Providing information on various media

We operate the event portal site of
Kashiwa-no-ha "Kashiwa-no-ha Navi", and also
provide comprehensive information of the city
through signages at the station and information
space at commercial facilities.

Providing various exchange venues (e.g. K-Salon)

K-Salon held every last Wednesday of the
month is the city's social exchange event.
Guest speakers are invited every time and
participants nurture friendship, perhaps with a
glass of alcohol in hand. We also promote the
use of facilities such as Kashiwa-no-ha Bar
managed by the residents to become social
exchange venues.

Area management organization
of Kashiwa-no-ha Campus Station region

The organization was established in July 2011 by
the
residents
and
businesses
around
Kashiwa-no-ha Campus Station as a parental
organization to promote continuous regional
autonomy. They are working on local issues such
as disaster prevention, maintenance of sceneries,
and child support, while also pursuing environment
maintenance and promoting social exchanges.
UDCK is participating as its operational office.

Introduction of the UDCK Facility

The current third facility moved to the first floor of the University of
Tokyo Kashiwa-no-ha Campus Station Satellite in April of 2014.
Although it is not an independent, detached building like the first
and second facilities, it still contains an open deck, lounge, office
and information services common to the first and second facilities.

Information

Office

Lounge

Open Deck

■Information desk

The information desk conducts registration and has an assortment of pamphlets containing local information.

■Lounge/Open Deck

Various activities such as Kashiwa-no-ha community building
meetings and workshops are conducted in these areas. An aerial
photograph of the Kashiwa-no-ha area and digital signage are
permanently installed in this area to communicate what the city
looks like today as well as the various community building activities implemented in the area. The space is open to the public for
meetings or reading library material at all times, other than when
occupied by UDCK staff.

Urban Design Center Kashiwa-no-ha
Kashiwa-no-ha Campus 148-4
Wakashiba 178-4, Kashiwa City, Chiba, Japan
Tel: +81(0)4-7140-9686
E-mail: hello@udck.jp

Fax: +81(0)4-7140-9688
The first building of UDCK
(2006.11-2010.8)

http://www.udck.jp/
Twitter: @udck_info
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Open: am10:00-pm7:00 Monday through Saturday
[am10:00-pm5:00 Saturdays (November to February)]
Close: Sunday, Holiday, Year-end and New Year holidays
Adomission free
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The second building of UDCK
(2010.9-2014.3)

